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DISCLAIMER
The information contained in this confidential document (“Presentation”) has been prepared by Ergomed plc (the “Company”). It has not been independently verified and is subject to
material updating, revision and further amendment. This Presentation has not been approved by an authorised person in accordance with Section 21 of the Financial Services and Markets
Act 2000 (“FSMA”) and therefore it is being delivered for information purposes only to a very limited number of persons and companies who are persons who have professional experience
in matters relating to investments and who fall within the category of person set out in Article 19 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005 (the
“Order”) or are high net worth companies within the meaning set out in Article 49 of the Order or are otherwise permitted to receive it. Any other person who receives this Presentation
should not rely or act upon it. By accepting this Presentation and not immediately returning it, the recipient represents and warrants that they are a person who falls within the above
description of persons entitled to receive the Presentation. This Presentation is not to be disclosed to any other person or used for any other purpose.
Please note that the information in this Presentation has yet to be announced or otherwise made public and as such constitutes relevant information for the purposes of section 118 of
FSMA and non-public price sensitive information for the purposes of the Criminal Justice Act 1993. You should not therefore deal in any way in the securities of the Company until after the
formal release of an announcement by the Company as to do so may result in civil and/or criminal liability.
Numis Securities Limited ("Numis") and Nplus1 Singer Advisory LLP(“Singer”) are each acting in the provision of corporate finance business to the Company, within the meaning of the
Financial Conduct Authority’s Conduct of Business Sourcebook (“COBS”), and no-one else in connection with the proposals contained in this Presentation. Accordingly, recipients should
note that neither Singer nor Numis is either advising or treating as a client any other person and will not be responsible to anyone other than the Company for providing the protections
afforded to clients of Singer or Numis under the COBS nor for providing advice in relation to the proposals contained in this Presentation.
While the information contained herein has been prepared in good faith, neither the Company nor any of its shareholders, directors, officers, agents, employees or advisers give, have
given or have authority to give, any representations or warranties (express or implied) as to, or in relation to, the accuracy, reliability or completeness of the information in this Presentation,
or any revision thereof, or of any other written or oral information made or to be made available to any interested party or its advisers (all such information being referred to as
“Information”) and liability therefore is expressly disclaimed. Accordingly, neither the Company nor any of its shareholders, directors, officers, agents, employees or advisers take any
responsibility for, or will accept any liability whether direct or indirect, express or implied, contractual, tortious, statutory or otherwise, in respect of, the accuracy or completeness of the
Information or for any of the opinions contained herein or for any errors, omissions or misstatements or for any loss, howsoever arising, from the use of this Presentation.
This Presentation may contain forward-looking statements that involve substantial risks and uncertainties, and actual results and developments may differ materially from those expressed
or implied by these statements. These forward-looking statements are statements regarding the Company's intentions, beliefs or current expectations concerning, among other things, the
Company's results of operations, financial condition, prospects, growth, strategies and the industry in which the Company operates. By their nature, forward-looking statements involve risks
and uncertainties because they relate to events and depend on circumstances that may or may not occur in the future. These forward-looking statements speak only as of the date of this
Presentation and the Company does not undertake any obligation to publicly release any revisions to these forward-looking statements to reflect events or circumstances after the date of
this Presentation.
Neither the issue of this Presentation nor any part of its contents is to be taken as any form of commitment on the part of the Company to proceed with any transaction and the right is
reserved to terminate any discussions or negotiations with any prospective investors. In no circumstances will the Company be responsible for any costs, losses or expenses incurred in
connection with any appraisal or investigation of the Company. In furnishing this Presentation, the Company does not undertake or agree to any obligation to provide the recipient with
access to any additional information or to update this Presentation or to correct any inaccuracies in, or omissions from, this Presentation which may become apparent.
This Presentation should not be considered as the giving of investment advice by the Company or any of its shareholders, directors, officers, agents, employees or advisers. In particular,
this Presentation does not constitute an offer or invitation to subscribe for or purchase any securities and neither this Presentation nor anything contained herein shall form the basis of any
contract or commitment whatsoever. Each party to whom this Presentation is made available must make its own independent assessment of the Company after making such investigations
and taking such advice as may be deemed necessary. In particular, any estimates or projections or opinions contained herein necessarily involve significant elements of subjective
judgment, analysis and assumptions and each recipient should satisfy itself in relation to such matters.
Neither this Presentation nor any copy of it may be (a) taken or transmitted into Australia, Canada, Japan, the Republic of Ireland, the Republic of South Africa or the United States of
America (each a “Restricted Territory”), their territories or possessions; (b) distributed to any U.S. person (as defined in Regulation S under the United States Securities Act of 1933 (as
amended)) or (c) distributed to any individual outside a Restricted Territory who is a resident thereof in any such case for the purpose of offer for sale or solicitation or invitation to buy or
subscribe any securities or in the context where its distribution may be construed as such offer, solicitation or invitation, in any such case except in compliance with any applicable
exemption. The distribution of this document in or to persons subject to other jurisdictions may be restricted by law and persons into whose possession this document comes should inform
themselves about, and observe, any such restrictions. Any failure to comply with these restrictions may constitute a violation of the laws of the relevant jurisdiction.
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2017 PRELIMS: FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS
Another year of strong growth
Net service
revenue up
36% to
£39.6 million

Total
revenue up
21% to
£47.6 million

Gross
profit up
22% to
£14.6 million

EBITDA
(adjusted)
before R&D
£5.5 million

Cash at bank at
31 Dec 2017
£3.2 million

(2016: £29.2 million)

(2016: £39.2 million)

(2016: £12.0 million)

(2016: £4.1 million)

(2016: £4.2 million)

Net revenue (£m)

Services EBITDA (£m)
+36%

5.5
39.6

29.2

4.1
1.3 R&D

2.7 R&D

2.8

2.8

2016
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2017 OPERATIONAL HIGHLIGHTS
Strong delivery and business outlook
£54 million

£88 million

€5.7 million

of new contracts
won through
December 2017

of contracted
backlog at
31 December
2017

acquisition of
PSR Group
or up to

(2016: £42 million)

First licensing
deal
for Haemostatix
products for
South Korea

Multiple
product
milestones,
including
PeproStat

(2016: £70 million)

New business won

Contracted backlog (£m)

(£m)

+26%

+29%

88

70
42
2016
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54

2017

2016

2017

SERVICES – FAST-GROWING
Continuing to out-pace the market with global solutions
Drug Safety &
Medical Information

+68% GROWTH +9% GROWTH

Clinical Research
Services

£17.4m

Outsourced PV
industry growth
+18%1

1 Source: Global Market Insights
2 Source: Global Data
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£39.6m
Net service
revenue

£22.2m

CRO industry growth

+7.5%2

FOCUS ON SPECIALISED SERVICES TO PHARMA
20+ years of profitable growth
COMPLETING THE DEVELOPMENT
CIRCLE

OUR MISSION
Building a profitable services business with a
focus on .......

Service cycle

global leadership in
pharmacovigilance and
orphan drug development
by 2020

Drug Safety and Medical Information

Clinical Research Services

• Services to international pharma,
generic and biotech clients in >100 countries

• Global operations platform

• 450+ employees and network of 200+ experts

• Senior ex regulators execs on the medic led team
• Covers whole life cycle of benefit-risk management
• Transforming PV using intelligent automation

10 YEARS OF EXCEPTIONAL GROWTH, QUALITY &
CLIENT RETENTION
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• Unique site management model and study physician
teams

• Focus on orphan drug development, further key areas:
oncology, neurology, immunology
• Effective reach into MENA region

20 YEAR TRACK RECORD OF QUALITY AND
DELIVERY

DRUG SAFETY & MEDICAL INFORMATION
Critical business enabler in both developed and emerging markets
Pharmacovigilance market

$8bn+

Pharmacovigilance
The science and activities relating to the detection, assessment, understanding
and prevention of adverse effects, or any other drug related problem.
(WHO, 2002)

By 2024

Essential

Intermediate

Premium

50%

Case processing

Signal management

Pharmaco-epidemiology

contract outsourcing by
2024

Aggregate reports

Risk management

Additional risk
minimisation

PSMF + SOPs +
business continuity

EU QPPV
Local QPPVs

PV referral procedures

Internal audits

External audits and
inspections

Strategic consultancy

18%
PV industry growth

ADRs ↑
Growing number of
adverse drug reactions

Global Market Insights, Inc.; March 15, 2018
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PHARMACOVIGILANCE & MEDICAL INFORMATION SERVICES
Business enabler for biotech and pharma
PV:
Ensuring drugs get on the market quicker & stay there, even if benefit-risk profile is
challenged by regulators.

£22.5m
Net service revenue

450+
Employees

Medical Information:
Multi-lingual call centres for enquiries of healthcare professionals, receipt of safety
information and product quality complaints, other customer-specific services

ESSENTIAL PHARMACOVIGILANCE PROCESSES
ALL COVERED BY PRIMEVIGILANCE
No action

80,000
Adverse event cases
processed pa

100+

Data collection

Signal detection

Risk assessment
Decision
making

Customers
Services marketed in

100+
countries
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Communication

Regulatory action

DRUG SAFETY & MEDICAL INFORMATION SERVICES
Vision 2020: world’s leading pharmacovigilance provider
Formation of
PrimeVigilance in
UK

Launch of
Medical
Information

2008

2013

IPO on AIM

Acquisition of
Sound Opinion –
UK MI company

2014

2015

Acquisition
of PharmInvent – expert
regulatory and PV
Company

2016

Consistent growth

Exceptional client retention

Revenues (£m)

Revenues by customer cohort (£m)

25.0

25.0

20.0

20.0

15.0

15.0

10.0

10.0

5.0

5.0

2017

0.0

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

2013

PrimeVigilance

2013 & before

Sound Opinion
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PharmInvent

2014

2015
2014

2015

2016
2016

2017
2017

TRANSFORMING PHARMACOVIGILANCE WITH
INTELLIGENT AUTOMATION
PrimeVigilance assumptions
•

•

By 2020, automation is likely to reduce manual caseprocessing efforts by over 80% and decrease costs by at
least 50%.
Improving the accuracy, quality, and consistency, creating better
audit trails faster, and informing decisions with better evidence.

Investment in technology
• PrimeVigilance has started early deployment of robotic process
automation in pharmacovigilance and business operations (e.g.,
creation of PV trackers, PV operational reports, PV compliance
reports, quality assurance, validation etc.)
• PrimeVigilance pilot project has demonstrated how robotic

process automation of selected pharmacovigilance
processes can increase efficiency by up to 400 times,
increasing speed, reducing cost and improving accuracy.

• Partnerships with major automation players achieved (Oracle,
Automation Anywhere), and more under negotiation.
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CLINICAL RESEARCH SERVICES
Efficient management and control of complex trial protocols
In its Clinical Research Services division, Ergomed
undertakes on behalf of our clients all facets of clinical trial
management and execution from Phase I to IV.

£17.4m

Focusing on patient recruitment with
efficient management and control of
complex trial protocols

Therapeutic Area Expertise

Net service revenue

600

31%
37%

Studies (in 20 years)

100+
Active clients

125,000
Patients studied (in 20 yrs)
Clinical trials in

55 countries
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12%
9%

11%

Study Physician
Team

Site Management
Team

Peer-to-peer support

Enhanced recruitment

Develops best practice
across treatment centres

Increased retention
More evaluable patients

Provides expertise for
particular study designs

Oncology / haematology
Neurology
Cardiovascular
Allergy / respiratory
Other

Effective patient recruitment
to reduce time & cost of
clinical trials

Hospital
Investigator
Nurses / Site Staff

CLINICAL RESEARCH SERVICES
Focus: global leadership in Orphan Drug development
Orphan Drug trials are complicated by the nature and
types of therapy and patient recruitment.
Specialist knowledge combined with tailored recruitment
and site management required for optimal outcomes.

ORPHAN DRUG
MARKET

21%
of all Rx

GROWTH
DRIVERS
Personalised
medicine

• Leading Orphan Drug CRO in Europe
• Acquired Oct 2017 for up to €5.7m
• Based in The Netherlands, 32 employees
• Experience in ~100 orphan trials

Full Rare Disease Experience per
Therapeutic Area
Oncology

11%
p.a. growth

$200bn

Regulatory
framework

Cardiovasc. & Haematology
Metabolic Disease
CNS & Neurology
Urology

Speed to market

Ophtalmology
Pulmology

by 2020

30m
people suffer from
orphan disease
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Dermatology

Exclusivity

Nephrology
Immunology & Infect. Dis.

Endocrinology

Pricing
PSR

Ergomed

0

5

10

15

20

25

30

PEPROSTAT PHASE II RESULTS
Primary endpoint met: 1.6 minutes (p<0.004) reduction in TTH
RANDOMISED, BLINDED, PARALLEL-GROUP,
MULTICENTRE CONTROLLED CLINICAL TRIAL
Three surgery types: open liver/soft tissue, vascular, spine
Time to haemostatis

All
surgery
types

PeproStat + gelatin sponge
Standard of care
Difference

80.9% surgeons rated PeproStat
(blinded) as good to
excellent in controlling bleeding vs
59.6% for standard of care
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n

Mean

Median

110

4.2

3.0

52

5.8

5.0

1.6

93.5% rated the “liquid and
sponge” format as easy/very
easy to use

Good safety profile:
no treatment-related SAEs

CO-DEVELOPMENT UPDATE
Multiple milestones in 2017
PARTNERSHIP
Lorediplon /
insomnia
Zoptrex™ /
endometrial cancer
Multikine /
head & neck cancer
Sevuparin / VOC in
sickle cell disease

Sepranolone /
PMDD

OralVac / allergy
desensitization
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STATUS UPDATE
• Successful Phase II data reported February 2017
• Ferrer seeking commercial partner(s)
• Phase III data announced May 2017
• Zoptrex did not show treatment benefit over doxorubicin
• Clinical hold on Phase III trial lifted by FDA August 2017
• Study fully recruited, patients being monitored in follow-up phase
• Phase II study expanded to 150 patients
• Study completion expected by end 2018

• Preparatory activities underway
• First patient for Phase IIb study expected 1H 18
• New deal signed December 2017
• For up to three Phase I, II and III studies for each of three products

PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT
£000s

FY 2017

FY 2016

39,645

29,224

370

-

7,609

10,009

REVENUE

47,624

39,233

GROSS PROFIT

14,621

11,994

(15,954)

(10,822)

Other administrative expenses

(9,725)

(8,323)

Amortisation of acquired fair valued intangible assets

(1,167)

(771)

Share-based payment charge

(1,033)

(877)

(752)

(550)

(2,875)

-

-

460

Acquisition costs

(259)

(584)

Exceptional items

(143)

(177)

(2,689)

(1,250)

118

127

(3,904)

49

2,784

2,804

Net service revenue
Licence revenue
Reimbursement revenue

Administrative expenses

Deferred consideration for acquisition
Revaluation of deferred consideration for acquisition
Write-back of deferred consideration for acquisition

Research and development
Other operating income
OPERATING (LOSS) / PROFIT
EBITDA (adjusted)
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BALANCE SHEET
£000s

31 December 2017

31 December 2016

Goodwill

15,269

12,285

Intangibles

20,229

19,842

Other non-current assets

3,445

2,436

NON-CURRENT ASSETS

38,943

34,563

19,250

14,958

502

240

3,218

4,424

CURRENT ASSETS

22,970

19,622

TOTAL ASSETS

61,913

54,185

(13,863)

(8,592)

9,107

11,030

NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES

(13,207)

(11,195)

TOTAL LIABILITIES

(27,070)

(19,787)

34,843

34,398

Trade and other receivables
Other current assets
Cash and cash equivalents

CURRENT LIABILITIES
NET CURRENT ASSETS

NET ASSETS
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TRADE AND OTHER RECEIVABLES
£000s

31 December 2017

31 December 2016

13,390

9,540

1,702

1,025

733

841

2,443

2,538

982

1,014

TOTAL

19,250

14,958

DSO (incl. acquisitions)

92 days

89 days

DSO (excl. acquisitions)

89 days

82 days

Trade debtors
Other receivables
Prepayments
Accrued income
Corp. tax receivable

Of 31.12.17 trade debtors, 85% cash received by 9 April 20181

1. Excluding CEL-SCI
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STRATEGY FOR ACCELERATED GROWTH

2017 DELIVERY

ORGANIC
GROWTH

30%+ top line growth

STRATEGY
• Focus on our services growth
• Outpace the market
• Build out global infrastructure
• Add specialist skills

ACQUISITIONS

• Goal is global leadership in:
• Pharmacovigilance
• Orphan Drug development

DEVELOPMENT

• Optimise Haemostatix value
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QUESTIONS?
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SITE MANAGEMENT MODEL
Significantly Increases Study Performance
• Large Phase III Head & Neck Cancer rescue
study

Monthly Enrolment Chart

• Urgent assistance was required to open sites and
enroll patients

45

• Ergomed’s Study Physician program significantly
increased study progress:


560% increase in # of patients



Enrolment rate per site 4 times higher
than prior CRO

40

35
30
25
20
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Sep-16

Jun-16

Mar-16

Dec-15

Sep-15

Jun-15

Mar-15

Dec-14

Sep-14

Jun-14

Mar-14

Dec-13

Sep-13

0

Jun-13

‘During the past months we have seen very rapid
increases in rate of enrollment in this study. We
think that increases in the enrollment rate in our
trial in recent months are, in part, due to the
addition of new centers and the intense site support
by our clinical research organization Ergomed.’

15

Mar-13

Client report from ‘The Wall Street Journal’
01 May 2014

STUDY PHYSICIAN GROUP
Case Study
• Study Physician Support model was used to
support a different CRO’s enrollment process
• Advanced NSCL Adenocarcinoma study was
lagging recruitment goals

# of patients enrolled prior to and after Study
Physician involvement

• In the 10 months that Ergomed was involved,
a 300% improvement in site management and
patient enrolment was achieved

>300% Improvement

Germany 13
sites

France 7 sites

# Pts. 19 Months prior to ERG

www.ergomedplc.com

Spain 24 sites

Poland 7 sites

# pts. 10 Months with ERG

EU GOOD PHARMACOVIGILANCE PRACTICE (SINCE JUNE 2012)
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